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Ukrajina SitRep - neznalost médií, protidělostřelecká
válka, tři ztracené armády

moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html

17. ledna 2023

Yves Smith se ptá:

Co když Rusko vyhrálo válku na Ukrajině, ale západní tisk si toho nevšiml?

Poukazuje na několik titulků, které navzdory rozhodujícím ruským vítězstvím,
jako je dobytí Soledaru, prezentují Ukrajinu jako vítěznou válku:

Nicméně Soledar padl a ztráta Bakhmuta vypadá jako zapečená, chybí hrozné
ruské chyby. Takzvaná Zelenského linie se láme ještě předtím, než Rusko začalo
seriózně pracovat se svými nedávno zmobilizovanými silami. Pravidelní
komentátoři čekají na pád ruského kladiva, ačkoliv Rusko může jednoduše drtit
silněji tím, že silněji zatlačí ve více bodech podél velmi dlouhé linie kontaktu.
Pamatujte, že jedna obava na ruské straně je vyhýbat se „vítězství“ způsobem,
který vede k panice NATO a zoufalé akci... ne že křehký emoční stav
Kolektivního Západu lze snadno zvládnout.
V tomto kontextu byste očekávali, že někteří zástupci tisku došli k závěru, že to s
Ukrajinou nevyvíjí moc dobře a klasická záchrana kalvárie přes kopec (zde v
podobě tanků a dělostřelectva) z klasického kovbojského filmu být příliš malý,
příliš pozdě.

Místo toho se zdá, že média se snaží integrovat útržky faktů z praxe do
hrdinského příběhu o nevyhnutelném vítězství Ukrajiny.

To je jistě správné pro velkou většinu příběhů, které tvrdí, že Soledar a
Bahkmut jsou irelevantní města, ale objevují se některé kousky, které se liší.
Před několika dny Washington Post psal:

Krvavé obležení Bachmutu představuje pro Ukrajinu riziko
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Ukrajina čelí obtížným rozhodnutím, jak hlouběji by se měla její armáda
vtáhnout do vleklého boje o obležené město Bachmut, protože Kyjev se
připravuje na novou protiofenzívu jinde na frontě, která vyžaduje zachování
zbraní, střeliva a zkušených bojovníků.
Rusko v posledních dnech eskalovalo svůj útok v oblasti a rozpoutalo divoké
boje, které podtrhly vysokou cenu bitvy. Ruští žoldáci a propuštění trestanci z
Wagnerovy skupiny se tlačili do sousedního solného města Soledar a přibližovali
se k Bakhmutu, jehož dobytí jim unikalo celé měsíce navzdory palebné převaze
a ochotě obětovat vojáky.

Článek cituje několik ukrajinských vojáků, kteří hovoří o obrovských ztrátách na
jejich straně. Ale USA je stále nutí:

Vysoký americký představitel varoval před úplným odmítnutím Bakhmutu nebo
sousedního Soledaru jako nestrategických míst, kterých se Kyjev může
jednoduše vzdát, a poznamenal, že solné a sádrové doly dávají této oblasti
ekonomický význam. Teoreticky by Rusové mohli využít hlubinné solné doly a
tunely k ochraně vybavení a munice před ukrajinskými raketovými údery.
Moskva také město obdařila importem.
„Do určité míry na Bakhmutu [Ukrajině] záleží, protože na něm tolik záleží
Rusům,“ řekl vysoký americký představitel s tím, že kontrola nad Bachmutem
nebude mít velký dopad na konflikt ani neohrozí obranné nebo útočné možnosti
Ukrajiny. ve východní oblasti Donbasu.

Úředník dodal: "Bachmut válku nezmění."

Věřím, že se vysoký představitel USA velmi mýlí. Soledar a Bakhmut vysychají
ukrajinskou armádu. To je důležité. Podívejte se na šílený počet ukrajinských
jednotek rozmístěných na tom pouze 50 kilometrů dlouhém sektoru fronty.

 
Zdroj: Mapa vojenského rozmístění půdy - větší
Počítám ekvivalent asi 27 formacím velikosti brigády v této oblasti. Obvyklá
velikost brigády je asi 3 000 až 4 000 mužů se stovkami všech druhů vozidel.
Pokud by všechny brigády měly plnou sílu, tato síla by čítala 97 500 mužů. V
nedávném rozhovoru ukrajinský vojenský velitel Zalužnyj řekl , že jeho armáda
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má 200 000 mužů vycvičených k boji a 500 000 dalších má jiné funkce nebo je
v současné době cvičeno. Síly, které jsou v současnosti ničeny v oblasti
Bakhmut, tvoří 50 % ukrajinských sil připravených k boji.

Zalužnyj stáhl jednotky z jiných front, jako je sektor Kreminna a Svatové, dále
na sever v provincii Luhansk, aby je zásobil Bachmutem. To minimalizovalo
jakoukoli šanci, že ukrajinské síly v těchto sektorech budou schopny dosáhnout
nějakého pokroku.

Zdá se, že téměř všem zprávám z Ukrajiny unikají obrovské škody, které ruské
dělostřelectvo denně způsobuje. Ukrajina má málo dělostřelectva, aby na to
mohla reagovat, a čehokoli, co má, je den ode dne méně.

Před několika týdny ruská armáda zahájila systematickou protidělostřeleckou
kampaň, která od té doby udělala velký pokrok. Typický západní způsob
detekce nepřátelských dělostřeleckých jednotek je radar. Změří se dráha letu
střely a vypočítají se souřadnice jejího zdroje, aby bylo možné reagovat
vlastním dělostřelectvem. Ale samotný protidělostřelecký radar závisí na
vyzařování. Je tak snadno detekovatelný a náchylný k požáru. V posledních
měsících Rusko nasadilo velmi odlišné protidělostřelecké detekční systémy s
poněkud ironickým názvem Penicilin :

Penicilin neboli 1B75 Penicilin je akusticko-tepelný dělostřelecký-průzkumný
systém vyvinutý společností Ruselectronics pro ruské ozbrojené síly. Cílem
systému je detekovat a lokalizovat nepřátelské dělostřelectvo, minomety, MLR,
protiletadlové nebo taktické střelecké pozice se seismickými a akustickými
senzory, aniž by vyzařovaly jakékoli rádiové vlny. Lokalizuje nepřátelskou palbu
do 5 sekund na vzdálenost 25 km (16 mi; 13 nmi). Penicilin dokončil státní
zkoušky v prosinci 2018 a vstoupil do bojové služby v roce 2020.
Penicilin je namontován na podvozku 8x8 Kamaz-6350 a skládá se ze sady
senzorů 1B75 umístěné na teleskopickém výložníku pro infračervené a viditelné
spektrum a také z několika pozemních seismických a akustických přijímačů,
které jsou součástí sady senzorů 1B76. Má efektivní dosah pro komunikaci s
jinými vojenskými prostředky až 40 kilometrů (25 mil) a je schopen fungovat i v
plně automatickém režimu bez posádky. Jeden systém může údajně pokrýt celou
divizi proti nepřátelské palbě. Kromě toho koordinuje a koriguje přátelskou
dělostřeleckou palbu.

 
větší
Systém Penicilin se může schovat v lese a vystrčit svůj teleskopický výložník,
aby se mohl dívat na bojiště a poslouchat ho. Vzhledem k tomu, že se sama
nevyzařuje, neexistuje žádný dobrý způsob, jak ji nepřítel odhalit.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penicillin_(counter-artillery_system)
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Systém přesně zaměří ukrajinské zbraně, když střílejí. Poté jsou eliminovány
okamžitou přesnou protipalbou. Jak tvrdí dělostřelectvo relevantní část
dnešního seznamu „bojařů“ poskytnutého ruským ministerstvem obrany:

Operačně-taktické letectvo, raketová vojska a dělostřelectvo Ozbrojených sil
Ruské federace zneškodnily sklad dělostřelecké munice 114. brigády územní
obrany u Velikého Burluku (Charkovská oblast), jakož i 82 dělostřeleckých
jednotek na jejich palebných pozicích, živou sílu a techniku. v 98 oblastech.

Protibateriové válečné operace vedly ke zničení:

jedna polská houfnice Krab u Peschanoye (Charkovská oblast);
jednu houfnici M109 Paladin vyrobené v USA a jedno bojové vozidlo
vybavené vícenásobným odpalovacím raketovým systémem Grad (MLRS)
poblíž Lozovaya (Charkovská oblast);
jedna houfnice D-20 u Terny (Doněcká lidová republika);
dvě houfnice Giatsint-B u Maryinky a Orlovky (Doněcká lidová
republika);
dvě samohybné houfnice Akatsiya poblíž Něvskoje (Luganská lidová
republika) a Preobraženka (Záporožská oblast);
pět houfnic D-30 u Zmijevky, Novokairy (Chersonská oblast), Sofijevky
(Doněcká lidová republika) a Orechova (Záporožská oblast).

Čtyři protibateriové bojové radary vyrobené v USA byly zničeny:

dvě stanice AN/TPQ-50 poblíž Mylovoye a Dudchany (Khersonská
oblast),
jeden protibateriový bojový radar AN/TPQ-36 poblíž Ugledaru (Doněcká
lidová republika),
jeden protibateriový bojový radar AN/TPQ-48 vyrobený v USA poblíž
Senkova (Charkovská oblast).

Zařízení protivzdušné obrany sestřelilo šest ukrajinských bezpilotních letounů u
Kremennaja (Luganská lidová republika), Nikolskoje a Petrovskoje (Doněcká
lidová republika).

14 raketových střel vypuštěných HIMARS a Olkha MLRS bylo zachyceno
poblíž Udy (Charkovská oblast), Smolyaninovo (Luganská lidová republika),
Doněcku a Chartsyzsku (Doněcká lidová republika).

U Radensku (Chersonská oblast) byla sestřelena jedna protiradiační střela
americké výroby.

Jedna ukrajinská balistická raketa Točka-U byla sestřelena poblíž Berdjansku
(Záporožská oblast).

Výše uvedené je ekvivalentem dvou dělostřeleckých rot (baterie se šesti děly v
každé) vyřazených během jediného dne. Ukrajinská protibateriová palba proti
ruskému dělostřelectvu již není možná, protože potřebné detekční zařízení je
vyřazeno a ukrajinská protipalba je sestřelena ruskou protivzdušnou obranou.

Tato ruská protidělostřelecká kampaň probíhá již několik týdnů. Vyřadil z
provozu velké části toho, co zbylo z ukrajinských schopností delšího dosahu.
Mezitím ruské dělostřelectvo neustále sráží ukrajinské jednotky, které drží
frontovou linii. Teprve až budou všechny části ukrajinských zákopů zasaženy
intenzivní palbou, nastoupí ruská pěchota, aby uklidila vše, co po nich zbylo.

https://eng.mil.ru/en/special_operation/news/more.htm?id=12451679@egNews
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Tato forma bitvy způsobuje na ukrajinské straně obrovské ztráty, zatímco ruské
síly mají jen minimum obětí.

Plukovník (vv.) Douglas Macgregor ve svých nedávných rozhovorech odhadl
počet mrtvých v ukrajinských silách na 150 000 a obětí na 450 000. Stejně jako
Yves Smith pochybuji, že počet zraněných je tak vysoký. Vzhledem k tomu, že
systém ukrajinského vydávání na bojiště a hospitalizace je ve špatném stavu,
bude méně raněných a pravděpodobně více mrtvých.

V obrovském kontrastu k válkám vedeným USA je počet civilních obětí na
ukrajinské straně pozoruhodně nízký :

Andriy Yermak, vedoucí ukrajinského prezidentského štábu, řekl na Světovém
ekonomickém fóru ve švýcarském letovisku Davos: "Zaregistrovali jsme 80 000
zločinů spáchaných ruskými útočníky a bylo zabito přes 9 000 civilistů, včetně
453 dětí."

Přivádění dalších vojáků do bitvy v sektoru Bakhmut, jak to dělá ukrajinská
strana, není dobré využití zdrojů.

Můžeme konstatovat, že Ukrajina již ztratila nominální vybavení dvou větších
armád.

Na začátku války měla ukrajinská armáda údajně asi 2 500 tanků, 12 500
obrněných vozidel a 3 500 velkých dělostřeleckých systémů. Je pochybné, že
více než polovina z nich byla v použitelném stavu, ale možná byly dostatečně
opraveny, aby byly funkční.

Ruská armáda tvrdí, že většina z nich byla odstraněna :

Během speciální vojenské operace bylo zničeno 7 549 tanků a dalších bojových
obrněných vozidel, 984 bojových vozidel vybavených MLRS, 3 853 polních
dělostřeleckých kanónů a minometů a také 8 081 jednotek speciální vojenské
techniky.

Pokud někdo pochybuje o těchto číslech, musí se ptát, proč Ukrajina
potřebovala dovézt tolik zbraní a stále je jich málo:

410 tanků ze sovětské éry dodaných členy NATO v bývalém
komunistickém bloku, včetně Polska, České republiky a Slovinska.
300 [obrněných/bojových vozidel pěchoty], včetně 250 sovětských IFV z
bývalých komunistických států.
1 100 [obrněných osobních nosičů], včetně 300 vojenských nosičů M113 a
250 M117.
300 tažených houfnic. 400+ kusů samohybného dělostřelectva, z toho 180
na objednávku.
95 [Vícenásobné raketomety]

Existovala také řada stíhacích letounů, vrtulníků a systémů protivzdušné
obrany. Výše uvedená byla druhá armáda, poté, co byla původní ukrajinská
armáda z větší části pryč, která byla již téměř zlikvidována.

Ruský seznam clobberů nyní pravidelně hlásí boje s ukrajinskými silami, které
zabily například jeden tank, tři obrněná vozidla a řadu pick-upů a motorových
vozidel:

https://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/russiaukraine-war-won-t-forgive-ukraine-says-its-9-000-civilians-killed-since-russian-invasion-101673950341907.html
https://www.hitc.com/en-gb/2022/02/26/how-many-tanks-does-russia-have/
https://eng.mil.ru/en/special_operation/news/more.htm?id=12451679@egNews
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-seeks-weapons-beat-back-091516367.html
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/%3Ca%20href=
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Jedna ukrajinská sabotážní a průzkumná skupina byla zlikvidována poblíž Liman
Pervy (Charkovská oblast). Nepřítel ztratil přes 50 ukrajinských příslušníků,
jeden tank, dvě bojová vozidla pěchoty a dva pickupy. 
... 
[Směrem k Doněcku] bylo zlikvidováno přes 60 ukrajinských pracovníků, jeden
tank, tři bojová obrněná vozidla a šest motorových vozidel. 
... 
Dvě sabotážní a průzkumné skupiny AFU byly zlikvidovány v oblasti severně od
Levadnoje a Vladimirovky (Doněcká lidová republika). Nepřítel ztratil až 40
ukrajinského personálu, dvě bojová obrněná vozidla a tři motorová vozidla.

Pick-upy a neozbrojená motorová vozidla by se měly vyhýbat frontové linii a
rozhodně by neměly být součástí síly útočící na bezprostřední frontovou linii.
Pokud tyto zprávy odrážejí současnou strukturu ukrajinských sil, jak se
domnívám, pak je její stav skutečně katastrofální.

Generál Zelužnyj ve svém rozhovoru pro Economist požádal, aby mu byla
okamžitě dodána třetí armáda:

„Vím, že tohoto nepřítele dokážu porazit,“ říká. "Ale potřebuji zdroje." Potřebuji
300 tanků, 600-700 IFV [bojových vozidel pěchoty], 500 houfnic.“

Jak suše poznamenal spisovatel Economist :

Přírůstkový arzenál, o který usiluje, je větší než celkové obrněné síly většiny
evropských armád.

Zásoby dvou kompletních armád byly nyní na Ukrajině zničeny. Zdroje pro
menší třetinu budou dodány v dalších kolech dodávek „západního“ vybavení
během příštích měsíců. Rusko tupě zničí třetí ukrajinskou armádu, stejně jako
zničilo první a druhou armádu. Je pochybné, že „Západ“ má dostatek materiálu,
aby poskytl Ukrajině čtvrtý.

Zbývají tedy pouze dvě možnosti. Pošlete „západní“ armády s vybavením,
které ještě mají, nebo vyhlaste vítězství a jděte domů.

Neokonzervativci jako vždy upřednostňují první možnost. Prezident Joe Biden
může být stále proti vyslání amerických vojáků, ale to se může změnit, pokud
bude skutečně vydírán, aby to udělal :

Vzhledem k tomu, že skandál s „utajovanými dokumenty“ nabírá na síle,
poddajný prezident pravděpodobně zapadne a udělá vše, co po něm jestřábí
zahraničněpolitický establishment požaduje. Stručně řečeno, klapku na
dokumenty využívají zákulisní zprostředkovatelé moci, kteří vydírají prezidenta,
aby sledovali své vlastní úzké zájmy. Mají Brandona přes barel.

Neexistuje žádný důkaz, že se to děje, ale náznaky existují.

Druhou možností je vyhlásit neexistující vítězství a na celou záležitost
zapomenout.

Ale všimnou si „západní“ média, jak se Yves ptá, něčeho z toho?

Jak správně poznamenává komentátor David na Yvesových stránkách:

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2022/12/ukraine-what-its-military-leadership-says.html
https://www.unz.com/mwhitney/is-biden-being-blackmailed-to-send-us-combat-troops-to-ukraine/
https://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2023/01/what-if-russia-won-the-ukraine-war-but-the-western-press-didnt-notice.html#comment-3837608
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Už dlouho říkám, že Západ si bude moci připsat „vítězství“ nebo alespoň ne
porážku tím, že vytvoří fantastické podmínky pro vítězství, které Rusové nikdy
neměli a nikdy nechtěli, a pak si připíše zásluhy za to, že je frustroval. S trochou
štěstí to západním elitám umožní udržet se u moci, alespoň dočasně.

"Putin se pokusil dobýt Evropu, ale zastavili jsme ho poté, co obsadil jen
polovinu Ukrajiny," bude znít jako vítězství. Ale je to samozřejmě velmi daleko
od pravdy. V každém případě si to média mohou koupit:

Ale v širším slova smyslu jsme svědky poslední a nejvíce zdegenerované fáze
hlouposti a ignorance, která za poslední rok postihla západní média a třídu
vědců. Nevěděli o válce na Donbasu, nikdo jim neřekl, že Rusko má nejsilnější
armádu v Evropě, nikdo nevěděl o obranných liniích na Donbasu, nikdo
nechápal závažnost ruských hrozeb, nikdo si neuvědomoval, že Rusové doufají v
zkrat, ostrá válka, která přivedla Ukrajince k rozumu, nikdo nechápal, proč
Rusko přistoupilo k plánu B, zatímco se mobilizovalo, nikdo si neuvědomil, že
Rusové hromadili zbraně a munici léta; nikdo nevěděl, co je to opotřebovací
válka... Jinými slovy, nejhanebnější příklad ignorance a hlouposti jakékoli
vládnoucí třídy v moderní době.Bude to pokračovat až do konce a bude
vyhlášeno „vítězství“.

Válku, kterou USA vyvolaly na Ukrajině, vyhrálo Rusko, i když si toho nikdo
nechce všimnout.

Vložil b dne 17. ledna 2023 v 18:14 UTC | Trvalý odkaz

Komentáře

další stránka »
„Do určité míry na Stalingradu záleží [Německu], protože na něm tolik záleží
Rusům,“ řekl vysoký úředník s tím, že kontrola nad Stalingradem nebude mít
velký dopad na konflikt ani neohrozí obranné nebo útočné možnosti Německa.
v oblasti Povolží v zemi.

Úředník dodal: "Stalingrad válku nezmění."

Skvělá reportáž jako vždy b, díky moc.

Přidal: Patroklos | 17. ledna 2023 18:30 | 1

děkuji b, skvělé. Mluvil jsem s jedním ze svých přátel, který chápe, že finanční
kolaps probíhá a že naše země o tom lže. Na druhou stranu kvůli sledování
ruského bloggera, který se zdá být zkázou a ponurou o Rusku a tvrdí, že
prohrává. Snažil jsem se ho informovat a uvědomit si, že proti propagandě je
mimořádně obtížné bojovat, když je jím subjekt bombardován při sledování
televize. Když neexistuje žádná alternativa, dostáváme se do nevědomosti ve
velkém měřítku.
Čekáme příšerně, než si nezvědaví z nás uvědomí, co jim za poslední 2 roky
strčili do krku nesmysly a jed v náručí. Stále nechápou, že se aktivně účastnili
masové psychózy a dobrovolně si vzali to, co jim bylo řečeno, že je vakcína.
Mnozí odmítají věřit faktům, když se stanou veřejnými. Určitě jim rozumím, že
nechtějí zemřít za to, že věřili svým idolům. 
Odmítání myslet je nová pandemie. Tenhle zabije další miliony. Vezměte v
úvahu skutečnost, že je to všechno dobrovolné.

Přidal: Tard | 17. ledna 2023 18:38 utc | 2

https://usrussiaaccord.org/acura-viewpoint-guest-post-by-branko-marcetic-diplomatic-cables-show-russia-saw-nato-expansion-as-a-red-line/
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-/comments/page/2/#comments
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea094200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea094200b
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0ac6200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0ac6200c
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Z krátkodobého hlediska nevidím ani jednu z možností. Jsem s (nyní bývalým)
ministrem obrany Německa, který nechtěl posílat další vybavení na Ukrajinu.
Německo to bude potřebovat pro svou obrannou linii na Odře. 
2023: Novorossiya dobyta 
2024: Jaro/Léto: Co zbylo z polské armády kotlované poblíž Lvova (po pozvání
do Galicie) 
Pád: Otravné Pobaltí je odstraněno s pomocí Běloruska 
2025: Konsolidace/logistika, když ruské jednotky loví CIA- vycvičené sabotážní
jednotky 
2026: Ruská armáda o síle 1,5 milionu mužů dosáhla polsko-německé hranice.
Německo vystupuje z NATO a žádá mír.

Přidal: smashsc | 17. ledna 2023 18:45 utc | 3

Zajímavé detaily nalezené v článku Ukrinform o Patriotu: 
"Pokud jde o to, zda systémy Patriot budou schopny zachytit střely S300 a
S400, Ihnat poznamenal, že to závisí na mnoha faktorech, včetně
zpravodajských údajů, které naznačují, že Rusko má asi 7 000 takových střel." 
"Jediná věc je, že potřebujeme poměrně hodně takových baterií, abychom
ochránili co nejvíce měst, důležitých objektů kritické infrastruktury." 
"Tady to může trvat několik měsíců, protože systém vyžaduje více pozornosti.
Je to poněkud složitější..."

Vložil: Marvin | 17. ledna 2023 18:50 utc | 4

,,Článek v Excelu a hodnocení . NATO vyčerpá své zásoby a USA také moc
nezbude. Rusko se drželo od války, dokud si nevybudovalo obrovské zásoby
zbraní, brnění a zásob.

Vložil: leocz | 17. ledna 2023 18:50 utc | 5

Scott Ritter má nový pohled na možnou strategii Peace Movement. Hledejte
jeho článek Důvěřuj, ale prověřuj. To je přístup, ke kterému bychom se my
Američané měli připojit.

Přidal: Paul Spencer | 17. ledna 2023 18:54 utc | 6

Bývalý stát Ukrajina pod vedením USA musí v Bachmutu skrývat něco
strašného.

Vložil: výše | 17. ledna 2023 18:55 | 7

Vložil: leocz | 17. ledna 2023 18:50 utc | 6

Pokud mohu říci, že USA vůbec nemobilizují válečnou výrobu, a 
vzhledem k tomu, že naše schopnost vyrábět zbraně, které fungují, dávno vyšly
ven, nemyslím si, že by se Rusové měli čeho obávat.

Přidal: SwissArmyMan | 17. ledna 2023 18:56 utc | 8

vynikající pokrytí b.. děkuji... zapomeňte na vítězství v propagandistické válce -
Západ již vyhrál.. pokud jde o skutečnou válku - Rusko vítězí, a pokud se něco
nezmění, Rusko bude i nadále dosahovat svých cílů... západní korporátní msm
to neřekne, protože je to svatokrádež.. mluvit pravdu je pro ně svatokrádež!

větší otázkou zůstává - co tady dělá usa/nato?

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea0dc200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea0dc200b
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c9855d1200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c9855d1200d
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c9855d3200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c9855d3200d
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c9855e3200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c9855e3200d
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea100200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea100200b
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea108200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea108200b
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Vložil: james | 17. ledna 2023 18:59 utc | 9

Nesouhlasím s tím, že Biden musí být vydírán, aby poslal americké vojáky
nebo zvýšil podporu. Vždy byl jestřáb a miluje zahraniční vojenské intervence.
Ještě důležitější je, že Ukrajina byla jeho osobním projektem sahajícím
minimálně do roku 2008 jako viceprezident. S největší pravděpodobností to
pokračuje, protože byl v senátních výborech natsec a vždy měl extrémně úzké
vazby s kruhy natsec a MIC. Půjdu v tom proti srsti blogosféry, jako je Johnson,
b atd., a zajímalo by mě, jestli utajované dokumenty oprašují prach (alespoň
částečně týkající se Ukrajiny) spíše o snaze najít způsob, jak ustoupit z
progresivně selhávající bažiny, ale k tomu je potřeba zbavit se Bidena.

Protože Biden je all in a všichni přisluhovači z DoS a zpravodajských služeb,
kteří s ním pracovali na briefu pro Ukrajinu během Obamova admina, dostali
velké povýšení a větší moc v Biden adminovi. Biden prosazoval vše, včetně
předběžné rozpočtové pomoci na rok 2023, jakmile bylo jasné, že Demové
nebudou Sněmovnu ovládat. Půjdu tak daleko, že řeknu, že skutečným a
jediným důvodem, proč Joe Biden kandidoval na prezidenta, je ten, že nikdo na
poli Dem nebude skutečně spolehlivý, pokud jde o rozpoutání války na
Ukrajině. A Biden chtěl být tím, kdo porazí Putina a Rusko. V první polovině
svého admina nevěnoval vážnou pozornost téměř ničemu jinému.

Přidal: Lex | 17. ledna 2023 19:04 utc | 10

Re: Prohlášení b (prostřednictvím Mikea Whitneyho), že Joe Biden je vydírán
(prostřednictvím skandálu utajovaných dokumentů).

That is the least of the skeletons in the Biden family closet. But one that does
not implicate key members of Congress.

It has long been my thesis that the "10% for the Big Guy" is a slush fund
distributed to key members of Congress, including RINOs like Graham and
McConnell.

Posted by: Opport Knocks | Jan 17 2023 19:05 utc | 11

Thanks for the reporting b

Demilitarization of NATO is a feature, not a bug of the SMO, IMO

What I see is JIT (Just-In-Time) feeding of the Russian destruction tools....not
enough to do any good for the battlefield but ongoing presentation of arms to
the front

And, there is not the pedal-to-the-metal push to make more/new that I
see...which makes me smile....don't need more weapons of war....destroy them
all!

Bankruptcy of the West is coming...this year would be my guess.

Posted by: psychohistorian | Jan 17 2023 19:11 utc | 12

Morgan Stanley and Goldman have each put out a paper on investing in the
new multi polar world, the one China/Russia keep talking about (zh). Doesn’t
seem they would say this now if they thought Russia was losing.
Imo finance has moved on and may be signaling its time for a new narrative.
Plus us trumpeting Japan doubling def spending, plus new pacific base. Looks

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0b16200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0b16200c
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0b3c200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0b3c200c
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea130200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea130200b
http://www.lettinggobreath.com/
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985624200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985624200d
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like the pivot to China is well underway. My fond hope is that Taiwan is less
likely to provoke nukes.
Wonder if the papers talk of reviving trade with Russia as an investment op.

Posted by: John k | Jan 17 2023 19:14 utc | 13

Thank you for this article. I'd just like to point out that Ukrainian army has been
defeated many months back, it is NATO forces, plus of course the Ukrainian
left-overs, that Russia is now demolishing. And no matter how much pressure
the US war party puts on the doddering President, the US army would not
easily sign on to a suicidal mission. Especially with the news that the army is
finding it hard to reach its recruitment quotas. So, I think declaring a false
victory is what it's likely going to be.

Posted by: Steve | Jan 17 2023 19:15 utc | 14

@ Posted by: psychohistorian | Jan 17 2023 19:11 utc | 12

Partly true, we have to recognize that the nature of war is slowly changing.
Drones, missiles, satellite recon, infrastructure sabotage, remote sensing, and
eventually robots and AI. Tanks and armored carriers are big slow targets. This
may be the last big war with massive troop formations, which would be a good
thing.

Posted by: Opport Knocks | Jan 17 2023 19:19 utc | 15

"The war the U.S. provoked in Ukraine has been won by Russia even when no
one wants to note it."

What did they win? There was little demilitarization and little denazification. The
attacks in Donbass now include other regions like Belgorod and Crimea, so it's
worse than before 2022. 
At this moment any option other than reaching Ukr borders will be a failure. If
they stop at Donbass borders, Ukr will simply continue the 2014 war. If US
goes in and turns Ukr into Syria (most probable outcome, thanks to team
Shoigu), using their bases to protect and train nazis to attack Russia, is even a
bigger failure.

Here's a quote from an interview a few days ago: Daniil Bezsonov - deputy
head of the press service of the DPR army - " In order for the conflict with
Ukraine to end, we need to completely take control of the country's territory.
Any piece of Ukrainian land that remains will be a piece from where missiles
and shells will fly at us, so this must be understood. This issue must be ended
here and now, and not left to our children for later, because this will not stop
until we take control of the entire territory." 

Posted by: rk | Jan 17 2023 19:20 utc | 16

I would have thought that Biden is blackmail-proof. Somewhere in the
collapsing labyrinths of his brain he must understand that he cannot run for a
second term as president, so all he has to do is threaten to resign in favor of
Kamala Harris. That prospect should deter even the most rabid of neocons.

Posted by: pasha | Jan 17 2023 19:21 utc | 17

Amazingly, in the long article by the American Committee for US Russia
accord, not once is the real problem, the existential problem mentioned.

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-i
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea15c200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea15c200b
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea164200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea164200b
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea171200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea171200b
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0b7c200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0b7c200c
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c98565c200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c98565c200d
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A US base in Ukraine with decapitating strike cruise missiles tipped with
'battlefield' nuclear weapons.

US anti ballistic missile weapons in Poland Romania soon Finland, Japan. And
in US dreams, Kazakhstan, Mongolia.

A Ukraine with it's own indigenously built nuclear weapons.

Yes, it's part of 'walkback', but it is very carefully crafted misdirecting
propaganda.

The real problem is a far more serious Cuba crisis setup - the US threatening
Russia (yet again).

 

Posted by: Powerandpeople | Jan 17 2023 19:24 utc | 18

The US is not the strong industrial manufacturing economy of post WW2. The
EU, UK and the world would abandon any remaining illusion of US/NATO
supremacy if a savvy hacker could bypass the censors and infiltrate western
mainstream media to upload images of the true state of America, showing
miles of tent villages in every US city, where people are living, dying, defecating
and OD'ing in streets. Perhaps the EU/UK would stop funding the NATO
protection racket if they became aware the Empire has no clothes for itself, let
alone its people.

Posted by: Willow | Jan 17 2023 19:25 utc | 19

Perhaps a stupid question as b probably knows them personally, but I always
thought Yves at Naked Capitalism was a male as that's not an uncommon
name for men in French speaking countries. Was I wrong this whole time?

Posted by: Tom_Q_Collins | Jan 17 2023 19:29 utc | 20

(Apologies if I'm not posting under the same name. I relied on the saved
suggestion and it was cleared somehow.)

Never underestimate the gullibility of the western, especially US, press. Critical
thinking has been systematically eliminated since the 80s and is now gone in
any MSM format. Prominent outlets are little more than propaganda founts for
the government/aristocracy. Less influential outlets, like second-city daily
papers and TV stations, just recycle what comes from the networks or NYT or
WaPo.

The public's attention span is very short. Most US citizens are consumed with
feeding themselves and staying housed. They know what waits for them if they
don't.

Posted by: D | Jan 17 2023 19:29 utc | 21

Appreciative of your analysis b, each supersedes the last posting.

+ + + +

the bigger question remains - what does usa/nato do here?

Posted by: james | Jan 17 2023 18:59 utc | 9

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea18a200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea18a200b
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0b8c200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0b8c200c
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985684200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985684200d
https://dex3703.wordpress.com/
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Panic. It's happening...former sec of state, Condoleezza Rice and former sec
of defense, Robert Gates led the way writing in Wapo. After depleting war
materiel, the remaining option is unthinkable. Humanity ends.

+ + + + +

@ Lex Post 10
@ Opport Knocks | Jan 17 2023 19:05 utc | 11

Question: Why did Hunter record paying Dad $50,000 monthly rent when the
houses in the area range at $3,500 -$6,000 max? The Bidens are well invested
in UKR and there is much there that should not see the light of day. Hope the
little green men will uncover the stash of docs.

 

Posted by: Likklemore | Jan 17 2023 19:38 utc | 22

@ smashsc | Jan 17 2023 18:45 utc | 4

All this can be done in only 2023.

I glanced Medvedev recent interview while visiting Uralzavod (lost the page
link, sorry) on some Russian website, and he exclaimed to have peace by the
Victory Day, so in early May.

If RF, of course, can manage to continue and accelerate SMO without much
troubles along the way.

Also what just might prevail is West acceptance that Ukraine Army and its
combat capability is broken and cannot be fixed.

I see three choices for the "Matching" West aka US:

1. Invent the way at their own home countries to justify the humanitarian,
veterinarian, what not and why not even WMD "intervention" and get smashed
to dust by RF in a conventional way.

2. Use reality on the field and try to freeze it, by reactivating whatever is left of
Western diplomacy. Basically concede and surrender.

3. Open an embassy and rent a base in Taiwan. Ukraine? Oh, that is so last
year news.

One can go on, but three are good for now.

Accepting the long war would be again obeying the NATO narrative, kind of
what was accepted back then as a MINSK - it was the last red line with the
'Herding Cats West'.

A Russian friend told me that actually in their understanding if someone
crosses the one red line he crossed them all.

Posted by: whirlX | Jan 17 2023 19:41 utc | 23

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0be5200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0be5200c
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea207200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea207200b
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Perhaps a stupid question as b probably knows them personally, but I always
thought Yves at Naked Capitalism was a male as that's not an uncommon name
for men in French speaking countries. Was I wrong this whole time?
Posted by: Tom_Q_Collins | Jan 17 2023 19:29 utc | 20

That isn't even the real name:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naked_Capitalism

Susan Webber, the principal of Aurora Advisors Incorporated - a management-
consulting firm based in New York City - and author of ECONned, using the pen
name Yves Smith, launched the site in December 2006.

Posted by: shadowbanned | Jan 17 2023 19:44 utc | 24

Posted by: shadowbanned | Jan 17 2023 19:44 utc | 24

Thanks. Geez, who knew they even had a Wikipedia page.

Posted by: Tom_Q_Collins | Jan 17 2023 19:46 utc | 25

@ Tom_Q_Collins | Jan 17 2023 19:29 utc | 20 with the question about
ALMOST nakedcapitalism

NC is owned by Susan Webber and I was an earlier patron until she called me
"crazy pants" for my ongoing discussion of global public/private finance.

Posted by: psychohistorian | Jan 17 2023 19:49 utc | 26

IMO, b's article confirms what was opined on yesterday's thread that NATO
cannot defeat Russia unless it directly intervenes with its air forces to secure
the battlespace so its ground forces have a fighting chance. And of course,
there's zero guarantee it would win the air war and every possibility it would
lose it just as badly as Ukraine has lost.

IMO, Russia learned a very valuable lesson from the USSR--there's nothing to
be gained by trying to hold onto lands where the people are not tied to the
Motherland. That would be the Baltics, Galicia, and other areas of what are
known as the near abroad, most of which were part of the Russian Empire.
Those nations have had 30 years to contemplate their relations with Russia,
some have remained close via the CIS, CSTO and Union State. One has opted
for neutrality--Turkmenistan. Most have very large populations of migrant
workers employed within Russia which Russia cannot do without. For NATO to
defeat Russia, it would also need to defeat all the near abroad nations, a task
it's only tried via very weakly attempted Color Revolutions.

China via the editorial pages of the Global Times has said NATO has lost the
reason for its existence as it has no chance of defeating Russia or the RoW
that's allied with it. Yet, NATO politicos continue to act as if there's something to
gain through their actions when only further death and destruction will result.
Today, it was made very clear that NATO is well past its sell-by date and needs
to be removed from the shelf as it's clearly a spoiled product.

So, what will Russia do during 2023 that differs from the last two months of
2022? It's announced that there'll be no offensive from Belarus. There's no
need to capture Kiev. The four new regions will be fully liberated and the lands
beyond demilitarized so their security is sealed as best as possible. IMO,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naked_Capitalism
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985727200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985727200d
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Odessa will be liberated and Transnistria linked, while Moldova is allowed to
figure out where its loyalties lie. Beyond that, the slog Westward will continue
until the Outlaw US Empire surrenders and agrees to Russia's security
demands.

Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 19:49 utc | 27

"The war the U.S. provoked in Ukraine has been won by Russia even when no
one wants to note it."
What did they win? There was little demilitarization and little denazification.
The attacks in Donbass now include other regions like Belgorod and Crimea, so
it's worse than before 2022.
At this moment any option other than reaching Ukr borders will be a failure. If
they stop at Donbass borders, Ukr will simply continue the 2014 war. If US goes
in and turns Ukr into Syria (most probable outcome, thanks to team Shoigu),
using their bases to protect and train nazis to attack Russia, is even a bigger
failure.

Here's a quote from an interview a few days ago: Daniil Bezsonov - deputy head
of the press service of the DPR army - " In order for the conflict with Ukraine to
end, we need to completely take control of the country's territory. Any piece of
Ukrainian land that remains will be a piece from where missiles and shells will
fly at us, so this must be understood. This issue must be ended here and now, and
not left to our children for later, because this will not stop until we take control
of the entire territory."
Posted by: rk | Jan 17 2023 19:20 utc | 16

100% correct.

But it doesn't end there.

It isn't just Belgorod that is attacked, now we've had the first strikes deep into
Russia, which will be followed by many more. It is openly discussed already in
the West. And not the just from Ukraine, there are apparently plans to use
commercial vessels as platforms for drone attacks on key facilities (such as the
Sukhoi factories in Komsomolsk-on-Amur) from the Pacific. It has gotten to that
point.

So now we are on the brink of a nuclear war and global extinction too. All
because of the indecisive way the war was fought.

We will see what happens, the rumors on Russian Telegram channels are that
the SMO will end tomorrow. What that means exactly we can only speculate,
but the current situation cannot continue.

Posted by: shadowbanned | Jan 17 2023 19:51 utc | 28

"..forget about winning the propaganda war - the west has already won..."
james@9

The West has just about held its own- kept its narrative front and centre in its
propaganda outlets including the MSM.
But, where it matters, beyond the range of the networks and newspapers of
record in the NATO capitals, it has not won any propaganda wars. Where it
matters is in India, Indonesia, Brazil, across Africa and in the Levant and west
Asia. And there the west has less credibility than at any time since Vietnam.

https://vk.com/id580896205
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So, no james, I don't think that the west has won. It has lost badly and that is
going to be important. It hasn't convinced MBS or Modi, it hasn't convinced
China or any of the central Asian states. It hasn't convinced Turkiye. And
Finland and Sweden didn't need convincing.
The US propaganda system has settled back comfortably into preaching to the
choir. And it is very happy to report that, while most of the choir slept, there was
no dissent.

Posted by: bevin | Jan 17 2023 19:51 utc | 29

Posted by: Tom_Q_Collins | Jan 17 2023 19:29 utc | 20

Yves:

Without doing any research, "Yves" is seen occasionally in both sexes,
somewhat like Lee, Jesse or Beverly to name a few others. And sorta French-
European, yes. Hard to get worked up about such fine gender distinctions
these days anyhow.

Posted by: Bemildred | Jan 17 2023 19:53 utc | 30

Posted by: Tom_Q_Collins | Jan 17 2023 19:29 utc | 20

In French Yves is male, Yvette is female. OTOH, this is the internet.

Posted by: Passerby | Jan 17 2023 19:55 utc | 31

So, what will Russia do during 2023 that differs from the last two months of
2022? It's announced that there'll be no offensive from Belarus. There's no need
to capture Kiev. The four new regions will be fully liberated and the lands
beyond demilitarized so their security is sealed as best as possible. IMO, Odessa
will be liberated and Transnistria linked, while Moldova is allowed to figure out
where its loyalties lie. Beyond that, the slog Westward will continue until the
Outlaw US Empire surrenders and agrees to Russia's security demands.
Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 19:49 utc | 27

Zero possibility for peace without annexation of everything east of the river.

Right now you have Sumy and Chernigov as a dagger in the heart of the
Russian-Belarussian heartland. That was one of the main reasons for starting
the war in the first place -- can't have an attack on Moscow being launched
from that close. Imagine if Hitler had started with the assault on Kursk rather
than taking Lvov, Brest, etc. first and then having to go through the whole of
Ukraine and Belarus?

But with modern long-range weapons even that isn't enough. The whole proxy
that is Ukraine has to go. Then it goes back to direct nuclear deterrence and
theoretically there should be peace as there was in the Cold War. Theoretically.
But that's still a lot better than the current trajectory that is taking us straight
towards annihilation.

Posted by: shadowbanned | Jan 17 2023 19:58 utc | 32

I'm just in waiting mode these days, waiting to see how the US responds to
losing this proxy war.

Posted by: pretzelattack | Jan 17 2023 19:58 utc | 33
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Donbas is not Kuwait.

RF is not Iraq

u$$a/otan has atrophied over 30 years.

the iron mountain, and lakes of jet fuel cannot get close enough.

uk or Germans sending un supported troops of rusty tanks is for show.

let the RF bleed what little is left of the Pham shamble

Posted by: paddy | Jan 17 2023 20:05 utc | 34

USians know everything there is to know about the SMO, know that this us
100% accurate, and react very hostily to any disinformation that contradicts
these obvious truths.

There is no point in Russia doing anything other than flat out ignoring what
USians think and feel. Every bad trait of the US is attributed to Russia, every
US attack is a glorious blow for freedom, every Russian attack is a hideous war
crime, and USian delusions go on and on and on.

There are people that Putin should cater to and care about. They are the
leaders and people of China, India, Ethiopia, Saudi Arabia, Kazakhstan,
Argentina, etc.

Posted by: Woke American | Jan 17 2023 20:06 utc | 35

The US has tightened its control of Europe, via NATO
Stoltenberg--

From the start of the conflict, NATO and the European Union has stood with
Ukraine and have stood together. Just yesterday, we signed a new joint
declaration. You and I, Ursula and the President of the European Council Charles
Michel. This will take the partnership between NATO and the European Union to
a new level.
In a world of growing geopolitical competition, we will address new areas, such
as emerging and disruptive technologies, space and the security impact of
climate change. Resilience and the protection of critical infrastructure are a key
part of our joint efforts, as we have seen both with President Putin’s weaponising
of energy, and as you mentioned, Ursula, the sabotage of the Nord Stream
pipelines. . .here

Posted by: Don Bacon | Jan 17 2023 20:08 utc | 36

This penicillin thing is interesting. Seismic waves are 20-30 times faster than
sound. It won't be directional. Maybe they can deduce a rough distance from
the analysis of the wave(dispersion, different wave types at different velocity),
good enough to start setting up artillery and send out a drone. With two of
these detectors they can triangulate and if they have distance data get a fairly
accurate location. I doubt if just using Penicillin they can aim with sufficient
accuracy but they can gain time.

Posted by: Tuyzentfloot | Jan 17 2023 20:13 utc | 37
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[.]IMO, Odessa will be liberated and Transnistria linked, while Moldova is
allowed to figure out where its loyalties lie. Beyond that, the slog Westward will
continue until the Outlaw US Empire surrenders and agrees to Russia's
security demands.

Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 19:49 utc | 27

From your fingers to the big one's ears.
BarKeep, the next round of drinks for Karlof1 is on my tab.

+ + + + +
[.] So now we are on the brink of a nuclear war and global extinction too. All
because of the indecisive way the war was fought.

Posted by: shadowbanned | Jan 17 2023 19:51 utc | 28

while very appreciative of your contributions here.

Russia does not do shock and awe - wedding parties and funerals. They are
methodical; especially in urban settings. Civilians live matter. 
Previously noted. Russians harness slow but ride fast.

 

Posted by: Likklemore | Jan 17 2023 20:14 utc | 38

so all he has to do is threaten to resign in favor of Kamala Harris. That prospect
should deter even the most rabid of neocons.
Posted by: pasha | Jan 17 2023 19:21 utc | 17

You will know the Democrats are serious about dumping Biden when they do a
Truman for Wallace or Ford for Agnew type switch to replace Kamala. They are
unlikely to commit political suicide by allowing her to become President.

Posted by: Opport Knocks | Jan 17 2023 20:15 utc | 39

the ‘classified documents’ scandal gains momentum, the malleable president
will likely fall-in-line and do whatever the hawkish foreign policy establishment
demands of him. In short, the documents flap is being used by behind-the-
scenes powerbrokers who are blackmailing the president to pursue their own
narrow interests. They have Brandon over-a-barrel.
There is no evidence that this is happening but the signs are there.

That was also my first conclusion. I give a small <5% chance there were
genuine anti war internal defections at play post mid-terms.

"Putin tried to conquer Europe but we stopped him after he took only half of
Ukraine," will sound like victory.

Kind of reminds me of the recent South Sudan wet pants incident. What a
brilliant narrative: 'The president courageously failed to poop in his pants, and
only pissed down the front of them. Hail to the chief!'

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_96muXW0XM

-Side note. When the guy enthusiastically emulated one former President with
the cowboy hat, one wonders why he couldn't just have copied the current one
with a diaper too?
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Posted by: Et Tu | Jan 17 2023 20:18 utc | 40

Easy.

Remember USA lost the Syria war a few years ago.

Remember the "Assad must go" daily chants by everyone from Obomba,
Shillery, Dump and our current chief Old Man Joe.

Hillary was ready to say abpit Assad: "we came he died" but he didnt die to go
anywhere. USA and its terrorists lost in Syria.

What did we do? We installed ourselves and our terrorists in a remote area in
Syria, steal their oil and pretend we didnt lose.

Most likely the same will happen with Ukraine.

We will install ourselves on the Western remote area of Uktaine with our Nazis.
And pretend the war has not been lost.

It would be funny if it wasnt such a sad pathetic behaviour.

Posted by: Comandante | Jan 17 2023 20:20 utc | 41

Yes, it is important to openly discuss what happens now after Russia has won
rather than continuously debate with idiots about why Ukraine's army is no
longer relevant.

And particularly to point out that most of this victory occurred in teh first month
when the Distraction and subsequent withdrawal resulted in Ukraine's air force,
most of its air defence and its Navy to be neutralised; and a strong artillery
force to be set up in front of Donbas. The main Ukrainian force has been
deeply dug in in front of the Donbas, with the expectation that it would be
impossible to position enough artillery there to defeat it. The Distraction made
that possible.

Posted by: Michael Droy | Jan 17 2023 20:22 utc | 42

It's hard to predict what will happen to the collective west. Any or all of
totalitarism/fragmentation/desintegration.

There is WEFs agenda 2030 on the one side and the 2025 Deagel forecast on
the other side. Who knows?

Its easy to predict what will happen to Russia - Slavic unification. It's extremely
likely now that Belarus and whatever is left of Ukraine will join the Russian
Federation at some point in the not so distant future. Other former soviet states
will most probably follow. I count on seeing it in my lifetime.

The west can't do much to prevent it.

Those who matter, don't mind. 
Those who mind, don't matter.

Barflies don't mind and don't matter.
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The possibility for life-on-earth-ending WW3 still exists, but the key decision
makers don't seem to want it.

Posted by: Vikichka | Jan 17 2023 20:24 utc | 43

Hopefully for everyone, Natzo and US Neolibtards will just declare victory and
go away. It's very easy to sell to the dumbo-population. But unfortunately it
probably won't.

Posted by: unimperator | Jan 17 2023 20:27 utc | 44

Beyond that, the slog Westward will continue until the Outlaw US Empire
surrenders and agrees to Russia's security demands.
Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 19:49 utc | 27

The US/UK will never surrender, how could they surrender what they pretend is
not theirs. Nor will they formally agree to Russia's security demands.

This will most likely play out as a long stalemate, but not as long as the 1945-
1990 stalemate. Until one side or the other can no longer keep up the
appearance of control.

Russia will have to win the hearts and minds of the territories it has chosen to
occupy or semi-autonomous place puppet regimes in power. They have far less
expertise in that than the US/UK.

Posted by: Opport Knocks | Jan 17 2023 20:30 utc | 45

Posted by: D | Jan 17 2023 19:29 utc | 21
The public's attention span is very short. Most US citizens are consumed with
feeding themselves and staying housed. They know what waits for them if they
don't.

Very true. Additionally, there are the distractions of shallow entertainment,
SPORTS and consumer culture, making sure that the average US citizen is
completely ignorant about pretty much anything outside of these realms. I find
that the typical US male can recite Football, Baseball or Hockey scores with
amazing recall, but is unable to locate, say Cuba, on a map, or knows anything
about foreign policy. It's a feature, not a bug of the "Shining beacon on the hill"
(TM). This is of course a highly unstable historic situation that MUST end badly
as reality will eventually assert itself. Who knows, maybe the current
continuation of WWII as seen in Ukraine will be the rude awakening.
Predictions are hard, especially when they are about the future, as the saying
goes.

Posted by: NewJerseyJoe | Jan 17 2023 20:32 utc | 46

"The stocks of two complete armies have by now been destroyed in Ukraine.
The resources for a smaller third one will be delivered in the next rounds of
'western' equipment deliveries during the next months. Russia will dully destroy
Ukraine's third army just as it has destroyed the first and second one. It is
doubtful that the 'West' has enough material left to provide Ukraine with a fourth
one."

 
It's easy to predict. If well over 7000 APCs and tanks have been destroyed and
Natzo delivers another thousand, they will be destroyed even quicker, because
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there's lack of other targets and the firepower which was used to destroy over
7000 APCs and tanks, will now be concentrated on those new 1000 pieces.
They'll be looking closely satellite photos and seeing where this new stuff builds
up and counter by placing the arty / AT gun and loitering drone munition pieces.

Posted by: unimperator | Jan 17 2023 20:32 utc | 47

@ Comandante et al:

This is qualitatively different from our entanglements in places like Syria,
Afghanistan, etc. You didn’t see people flying flags of our puppet governments
in those wars. Nor was their a sainted TV star we could all get behind. Nor
were those people white. And nor was the country one we’d been taught to
hate for at least a century.

Posted by: malenkov | Jan 17 2023 20:36 utc | 48

There seems to be a new trend here.

Double-spaced remarks.

I suppose just to take up more space.

But they are hard to read.

They are so unusual.

So I skip them.

Posted by: Don Bacon | Jan 17 2023 20:36 utc | 49

This may be of interest:
https://www.telegraphindia.com/business/indias-breaking-all-records-for-
buying-russian-oil-but-who-is-the-surprise-buyer/cid/1910044?
utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email

 
Guess who's the biggest buyer of refined products?
India’s breaking all records for buying Russian oil, but who is the
surprise buyer?
Despite sanctions, the US is snapping up refined petroleum products from India
made from Russian crude oil...

Posted by: Susan | Jan 17 2023 20:45 utc | 50

Thanks b.

@ karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 19:49 utc | 27

An only half joking scratch map of the New European boundaries/status (jpg)
post conclusion of the 'Slow-SMO', or even should it transition to an actual War
?

@ bevin | Jan 17 2023 19:51 utc | 29

Indeed. The real conflict is for the RoW & the clipping of Empires wings. Has
already lost its soft power & proven a Paper-Tiger as opposed to the myth of
'The Worlds sole remaining SuperPower'.
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Mil Ops in Ukraine is a necessity, central to RF security & Russian diaspora
human rights in The Borderlands, yet only the most prominent tree within the
forest.

Geo-strategically Ukraine is a sideshow, very useful distraction, but most
importantly an open 'window' into Empire.

@ paddy | Jan 17 2023 20:05 utc | 34

Well said, concur.

@ Tuyzentfloot | Jan 17 2023 20:13 utc | 37

An on station loitering drone is re-directed, if available a 'Lancet' to perform a
search spiral, identify/verify, in real-time provide precise co-ordinates &
engage(destroy a single target), even if targets are attempting to displace or
have re-deployed to alternate prepared positions. On call dedicated priority
Counter-Battery Arty assets promptly ... Fire for Effect.

@ rk | Jan 17 2023 19:20 utc | 16
@ shadowbanned | Jan 17 2023 19:51 utc | 28

It isn't just Belgorod that is attacked, now we've had the first strikes deep into
Russia, which will be followed by many more. It is openly discussed already in
the West. And not the just from Ukraine, there are apparently plans to use
commercial vessels as platforms for drone attacks on key facilities (such as the
Sukhoi factories in Komsomolsk-on-Amur) from the Pacific. It has gotten to that
point.
... All because of the indecisive way the war was fought.

We will see what happens, the rumors on Russian Telegram channels are that
the SMO will end tomorrow. What that means exactly we can only speculate,
but the current situation cannot continue.

Oh, woe is me. Much hand-wringing ensues.

The trivial propaganda/narrative pinpricks will continue to be blown out of all
significance, relevance & importance, & will continue to have zero distraction
effect on RF Strategy or Operations.

Oh, woe is me, am so very, very, very concerned about this situation continuing
... RF alone comprehensively defeating US/NATO beyond doubt on the field of
battle, whilst RoW is kicking Empire in the nuts ... um, not moi.

rk & shadowbanned ... peas in a pod.

Posted by: Outraged | Jan 17 2023 20:50 utc | 51

What next?

As Ukraine's air defence degrades, we might see more Russian air and heli
activity. More hunting fighter-bombers, more gostomel-type air mobility,
perhaps.

Posted by: Father Dougal | Jan 17 2023 20:51 utc | 52
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The demilitarization of Europe by arms destruction, suits the "Americans" (and
Davos crowd) just fine. It reduces the possibility of an armed insurrection in
recalcitrant EU countries (or the US itself?). It increases the quantity of US
aligned forces in positions of strategic importance (as in Finland or the building
up of US forced in the "Three Balts" and Pologne). It increases profits for the
"big man" and friends, and the Military industrial vultures.

Note that the main additions to the Ukrainiand forces are now supposed to
come from EU countries. The US has been sending large amounts of arms with
the intention of being repaid for their "trouble". The EU and UK give away their
miltary prowess.
*

Basically it avoids problems for their own billionares.
****

So the next phase is financial. Which may be what Putin will announce.
"Reverse-sanctions" anyone? 

Posted by: Stonebird | Jan 17 2023 20:56 utc | 53

How can Russia "win"? How can this even be an argument on this blog almost
11 months into the war?!

Soledar LOL it is a city of 10k, the city is bombed to bits, nothing to hold onto
obviously!

Ukraine could still also transfer arms, troops freely, now they are massing on
the border of Donbass.
"Ukraine redeploying troops from Zaporozhye region to Donbass "
https://tass.com/world/1563579
Why have not Russia targeted these transfers? Why have Russia not bombed
the railways? Airstrips.
Incompetence! Low IQ!

And you believe Russia is winning LOL?

Even Kissinger now believe Ukraine should be a member of Nato.
https://tass.com/world/1563597

Posted by: User:Z-on | Jan 17 2023 21:00 utc | 54

Saudi's announce that they will "consider" trading oil in non-US currencies.

Is the quickened decline of the Petrodollar an outcome of the West's idiocy in
Ukraine?

This is winning?

Saudi Arabia Is Open To Discuss Non-Dollar Oil Trade Settlements

Posted by: Just Observing | Jan 17 2023 21:03 utc | 55

Thanks @outraged #50
And , I find that in principle it is possible to detect direction of arrival of seismic
waves (of P waves)

https://www.shaun-smyth.ch/index.html
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea35c200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea35c200b
https://tass.com/world/1563579
https://tass.com/world/1563597
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0d65200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0d65200c
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Saudi-Arabia-Is-Open-To-Discuss-Non-Dollar-Oil-Trade-Settlements.html
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214914713000226
So a single detector might be enough which makes a big difference.

Posted by: Tuyzentfloot | Jan 17 2023 21:07 utc | 56

Mardan (Russian commentator) on Telegram posted a 3-choice poll on the
future of Ukraine. The results as of today (Yandex translation):

15% Neutral free Ukraine in still unclear in what borders.
12% as three new military districts under the command of Russian generals..
73% there will be no Ukraine. there will be new subjects of the Russian
Federation in the amount of 23 pieces.

BTW, does anyone know what has happened today to rutube.ru? It loads up
whitescreen with simple links. Did this a few weeks back, but then went back to
normal...

Posted by: Peter | Jan 17 2023 21:13 utc | 57

AmeriKKKa's Ukraine war in a nutshell...

American psychos trick Ukrainian psychos into playing Russian Roulette ....
...with RUSSIA!!

Posted by: Hoarsewhisperer | Jan 17 2023 21:18 utc | 58

One of the best articles so far!
The west is living in an illusory world …

Posted by: Idaho | Jan 17 2023 21:19 utc | 59

nteresting times.
The usual off-topic diversionary troll tactics.
Plus a bad dose of misinformation. See USGS as to why it is so.

Since the destruction of country 404 power grid and the empty war toy
cupboard. since much of the stocks are listed in assorted old Soviet
warehouses. Have been spirited away in the 1990s.

The clobber list is verified wrecks as noted by the COSMOS 2XXX spy
satellites and drones in real time!

Country 404 is on the very edge of internal revolt.

With the influx of fresh divisions from the eastern training grounds. It is time for
the Western District to move mobile units to their winter training grounds.

Posted by: Bad Deal Motors On | Jan 17 2023 21:20 utc | 60

Too early to declare victory. RU has had a good few weeks, yes, but let's see if
it doesn't just peter out to nothing like Severdoneskt and Izium did. And after
that, Ukraine still has enough of an army for at least one more big offensive.

Posted by: catdog | Jan 17 2023 21:22 utc | 61

Remember one concern on the Russian side is avoiding “winning” in a way that
leads to NATO panic and desperate action ... not that the Collective West’s
fragile emotional state can be readily managed.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214914713000226
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0d9c200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0d9c200c
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It's more than the West's ego. Do you think the Nuland call was the ONLY call
Russian intel intercepted? They probably have 100's of calls and 1.000's of
texts. A little tip for journalists. Why don't you dig into Feltman, who was
discussed in the Nuland call.

Posted by: JackG | Jan 17 2023 21:25 utc | 62

This blog seems like an echo chamber that believes Russia is winning, militarily
and economically. While they rave about the pyrrhic victory of Soledar,
Ukrainian army might take Melitopol and Vasylivka back before June and I
wonder how the russophiles will cope about this.

Posted by: Malwen | Jan 17 2023 21:25 utc | 63

I vote for Declare victory and go home

This is the modus operendi for Neocons. The Neocons say this for all defeats.

1. Iraq, 'Obama squandered GWB's victory'

2. Afghanistan, 'Biden's abrupt withdrawal allowed the Taliban to take over' (as
if Afg. was the Garden of Eden during our occupation)

Posted by: Christian Chuba | Jan 17 2023 21:31 utc | 64

@ just observing Post 54

 
WOW. The US has been defeated by KSA.

The awaited day for the formal announcement. January 17, 2023 mirrors
August 15, 1971. 
What was being done quietly is now said out loud. And coming from the Saudi
Min. of Finance, it's the last nail in the USD coffin. A Bombshell, considering
Kissinger's "treaty" with KSA in 1973 to price oil in USD.

There are consequences for weaponizing the USD, not to mention theft of
countries' foreign reserves and imposing oil price caps. Sadly the collective
west, {G7}, does not do consequences.

MbS thinking; "after Russia, are we next"?

How does one go bankrupt? Slowly, slowly then an FTX. Sir, your credit card is
declined.

Picture this: Sirs Putin, Xi Jinping with a bowl of popcorn and fine champagne.

Posted by: Likklemore | Jan 17 2023 21:33 utc | 65

Thanks for the replies. The map provided by Outraged @50 is curious and
somewhat possible.

An article at RT--"Half of citizens in nine EU nations want quick end to Ukraine
conflict – poll"--is worth the time, but here's the gist:

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea3e2200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea3e2200b
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Skepticism was particularly pronounced in Austria and Germany, where 64%
and 60% respectively of those surveyed, favored a shortcut to peace. Euroskopia
noted that this perspective clashed with the official stance of the German
government, which has been among the most generous supporters in the EU in
terms of military aid to Kiev.
Respondents in the Netherlands (27%) and Poland (28%) were the least
supportive of making compromises to achieve peace, the poll indicated.

A majority (56%) of people in the nine EU nations want to continue shipping
arms to Ukraine, but there was a dissenting minority. In Greece and Italy, 60%
and 50% of survey participants opposed the military assistance, while 38% in
each country said they approved of it.

Greeks and Italians are also among the least supportive of the sanctions imposed
by the EU on Russia, according to the poll. While over 51% of all people polled
favored the restrictions, the share of Greeks and Italians backing the policy was
just 29% and 38%, respectively. In Austria, 38% of respondents approved of the
sanctions.

What the poll confirms but the article neglects mentioning is it's illustrating the
fractures within NATO/EU that some of us have pointed to over the last six
months. Yes, there's a bit more in the report which as usual lacks a link to the
original report by the pollster Euroskopia, which appears to have two separate
items that RT culled its info from.

Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 21:33 utc | 66

Seeing vids of a company worth of Abrams moving by rail through Germany
into Poland, still in tan coloring. I think Wash-tin is trying to goad the Germans
into sending Panzers into the Ukraine again, optics be damned.

Posted by: liveload | Jan 17 2023 21:33 utc | 67

Z-on #53

Ukraine is being worn down at a faster rate and Russia has as many able
fighters as Ukraine has humans, they are winning. 
The USA is going to make Nato buy all it's old weapons and it has squeezed
out the business competition in Europe, it is not losing anything. They are
playing a no loss game. Unless the EU joins Russia the US is laughing all the
way to the bank.

Posted by: OohCanada | Jan 17 2023 21:35 utc | 68

I don't think that the 4th army is coming which is a bit of a shame. Because the
3rd army will be quickly destroyed, but the 4th army.. well, 4th time is the
charm:

When I first came here, this was all swamp. Everyone said I was daft to build a
castle on a swamp, but I built in all the same, just to show them. It sank into the
swamp. So I built a second one. That sank into the swamp. So I built a third.
That burned down, fell over, then sank into the swamp. But the fourth one stayed
up. And that's what you're going to get, Lad, the strongest castle in all of
England.

Posted by: team10tim | Jan 17 2023 21:36 utc | 69

https://euroskopia.com/
https://vk.com/id580896205
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c98594b200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c98594b200d
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https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985956200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985956200d
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985958200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985958200d
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Malwen | Jan 17 2023 21:25 utc | 63
yeah, the hasty retreat from Saigon, I mean Kabul, was all part of the plan.

"the US hasn't won a war since 1898" somebody commented here weeks ago.
the US is the braggart soldier on meth, big macs and insulin.

how is the country, the US, to get the lard-laden lumpen masses into wartime
production?

seriously, dream on.

Posted by: rjb1.5 | Jan 17 2023 21:37 utc | 70

Outraged, a couple weeks ago we discussed the possibility that a Himars was
destroyed by a Lancet drone. Do you know if a video of a himars being hit by a
lancet has come out since then?

Posted by: catdog | Jan 17 2023 21:38 utc | 71

This blog seems like an echo chamber that believes Russia is winning, militarily
and economically. While they rave about the pyrrhic victory of Soledar,
Ukrainian army might take Melitopol and Vasylivka back before June and I
wonder how the russophiles will cope about this.

Posted by: Malwen | Jan 17 2023 21:25 utc | 63

###

How do you see the Ukrainian army taking (and holding) any territory? With
which men, and with which equipment?

Posted by: LoveDonbass | Jan 17 2023 21:47 utc | 72

Never mind, the world's "leaders" are being told to intensify the war in Ukraine.
Why did you doubt that they would say that?
But, I think that a grassroots resistance is building up (See Karlof1's post at
@66). The mix of falling living standards - Political corruption and increasing
authoritarianism - and a war that is pushed by a captive MsM, may well lead to
more real signs of unrest.

https://twitter.com/NoMoreNATO/status/1615457734010470400/photo/1
***

Note the reversal of Kissinger, who is now "all-in" for expanding the war. We
come down to the "rich" want it for their vampire feast, and the people do not.

Posted by: Stonebird | Jan 17 2023 21:47 utc | 73

Although it is getting in the right direction, I think it is premature to declare that
Ukraine has been defeated (although they dont know it).

NATO still has some unused potential. They can start flying sorties somewhat
inside Ukraine with their recon aircraft to guide drones towards bases. They
can send troops from Romania and Poland to station inside Ukraine near
Western borders to “protect” from a Russian offensive. They can send longer
range missiles with realtime NATO guidance and have the Ukrainians fire
towards ships in the Black sea.

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0e75200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0e75200c
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985966200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985966200d
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0ee0200c#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af148d0ee0200c
https://twitter.com/NoMoreNATO/status/1615457734010470400/photo/1
https://www.shaun-smyth.ch/index.html
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What will Russia do then? Because the ball of triggering WW3 is then in their
court.

Posted by: alek_a | Jan 17 2023 21:50 utc | 74

Saudi Arabia Is Open To Discuss Non-Dollar Oil Trade Settlements

Posted by: Just Observing | Jan 17 2023 21:03 utc | 54

###

This takes big balls. Saddam Hussein and Muammar Gaddafi both wanted to
do the same and neither of them survived it.

Posted by: LoveDonbass | Jan 17 2023 21:52 utc | 75

Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 21:33 utc | 66

Sicily is served its fuel by mainly Esso and Lukoil stations. Mediterranean
Europe is the true Europe, the rest are barbarians trying to smoothly erase
millenia of culture and history forcing us to go shop at that German equivalent
of Wallmart, where pale employees are always running around and the
customers are always in line trying to be confused so as to purchase the last
piece of junk,. Plastic stuff, garbage food to us that live and have lived for
centuries in the middle of an blessed orchard and a turquoise colored sea rich
in delicious fish. They're pushing it really far those barbarians, but they're
doomed, they call us PIGS but we'll have a pyre feast while they eat their
screws and scrap metal. Long live Mediterranea, time to push the barbarians
back.

Happy what's left of the year guys, an interesting one to be. Misery and
destruction served by those that have so much that they cannot manage the
loot, sad, so sad thinking about all those young lives destroyed when life can
be so Mediterranean, with a scent of orange blossom.

Posted by: Paco | Jan 17 2023 21:58 utc | 76

What will Russia do then? Because the ball of triggering WW3 is then in their
court.

Posted by: alek_a | Jan 17 2023 21:50 utc | 74

###

Have you considered that time is on Russia's side, which may be why they are
not proceeding with haste? They are not constrained by election cycles and
domestic media the way the Western powers are.

Russia doesn't need to do anything new at the moment. They only have to hold
the line.

Posted by: LoveDonbass | Jan 17 2023 21:58 utc | 77

Interesting account about two armies already having been demilitarized during
the SMO. Now a third army is being batched together by the collective West
and sent to Kiev from British Challengers, American Bradleys, German
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Marders, German Leopards & French AMX. Russian journalist & military analist
Viktor Baranets has written a funny yet factual assessment of these Western
tanks.

Tanks on rubber wheels, without a stove and spare parts: How NATO is turning
Ukraine into a military junk dump
KP.RU military observer Viktor Baranets on what kind of iron monsters
threatens to put a collective West in Kyiv
https://www.kp.ru/daily/27452/4706742/

THE CHALLENGER-2
The British government should provide Ukraine with 14 main battle tanks
Challenger 2. This was reported in the office of the country's Prime Minister
Rishi Sunak . And they added - "the prime minister asked Defense Secretary
Ben Wallace to go further and faster in our support for Ukraine, including the
provision of tanks."

Well, what kind of animal is this - "Challenger-2"? Let's listen to the well-known
connoisseur of foreign military equipment, military expert Viktor Murakhovsky:

- This British tank in its current form has a number of critical flaws that cannot
be quickly eliminated within the current platform. In particular, its outdated gun
is ineffective against other modern tanks.

But there is nothing to replace the Challenger, so the British are planning
"palliative" or, in other words, formal ways of modernization. In addition, an
outdated 120 mm rifled gun is installed on the British vehicle, and it does not
allow the use of powerful ammunition when firing at heavily protected targets.
In fact, it is ineffective against most modern tanks. "Challenger-2" loses not
only to our smooth-bore guns of 125 mm caliber, capable of using guided
projectiles, but also to most foreign analogues.

In addition, this old British vehicle does not have an automatic loader, as on our
tanks, and this leads to a low combat rate of fire, especially when moving over
rough terrain.

Another serious problem of the Challenger is the outdated fire control system,
in which, for example, there is no automatic target tracking system that is
already common for modern tanks. And on all our modern machines there is
such an automatic machine.

But that's not all. The hydropneumatic suspension of the British tank also
needs to be replaced, as its capabilities are at the limit in terms of the tank's
mass. With the canopy of additional armor and equipment in combat
conditions, it demonstrated poor reliability and did not provide an acceptable
ride. Earlier, for these British tanks, a LEP (Life Extension Project)
modernization plan was developed, with which the British hoped to solve the
problems listed. The program involves the installation of a new smoothbore
gun, a new fire control system and a more powerful engine of 1.5 thousand
horsepower. However, the project has not yet been implemented. But,
apparently, in London they decided that it would do for Ukraine anyway”…

To Murakhovsky's words, it is worth adding that the 14 old Challengers in
Ukraine will inevitably require spare parts and repairs. How this problem will be
solved is unknown. But this will add a headache to Kyiv. So it turns out in the
bottom line that there is much more show, deceit and populism in London's
arms assistance than practical sense.

https://www.kp.ru/daily/27452/4706742/
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Isn't that why the Defense Committee of the House of Commons of the British
Parliament mumbled dejectedly that "in the event of an armed conflict with
Russia, the battle of tank units will most likely end not in favor of Great Britain"?
Well, the main reason for such a conclusion is again called obsolete armored
vehicles.

BRADLEYS

The United States is going to transfer 50 Bradley M2A2 ODS infantry fighting
vehicles to Ukraine ,upgraded as a result of Operation Desert Storm. That is,
Kyiv is invited to conduct a winter campaign on old infantry fighting vehicles
prepared for fighting in a hot climate in a desert area. And in the Donbass, it’s
not hot, not hot sands, but snow and frost. Every army likes to call its
equipment "the best in the world." The US Army is no exception, which praises
the BMP M-2 Bradley very much. This machine, of course, has a number of
advantages over analogues, but at the same time it has several weaknesses
that American specialists do not like to talk about. Moreover, the opinions of the
military of various countries are fundamentally at odds with what overseas
propaganda is trying to inspire. In fact, for 35 years of being in service, despite
all the attempts of the Pentagon, it was not possible to sell this combat vehicle
to one of its allies. At one time, only Saudi Arabia dared to acquire it. And then
only as a token of gratitude for protecting the kingdom from the alleged
invasion of Saddam Hussein's troops. In total, about 400 Bradleys were
purchased.
Royal M2 took part in the battles. And again, not very well. In a relatively short
period, 5 vehicles were destroyed. At the same time, Saudi BMPs, after being
hit by anti-tank weapons, caught fire like matches. According to military
experts, in fact, the losses of the Saudis in the BMP are much greater. Not
everything is made public. And during the fighting in Kuwait and Iraq back in
1991, the US Army lost two dozen Bradleys. American crews tried to hit enemy
armored vehicles with TOU anti-tank missiles at the maximum possible range.
But when the M-2s got too close to the enemy, they began to suffer losses not
only from the T-55 or BMP-1 tanks, but even from the DShK heavy machine
guns.

And if we talk about the losses of the BMP M-2 in Iraq in 2003, here the
Americans lost up to 150 of these vehicles. Faced with the fact that the
"Bradley" is absolutely not adapted to the conditions of the war with the
guerrillas, the American command of the occupying forces was forced to
reduce the use of these infantry fighting vehicles to a minimum. The Pentagon
has long been feverishly looking for what to replace this "best infantry fighting
vehicle in the world" (which, of course, it does not tell the Ukrainians about).

US generals at one time looked closely at the Israeli Namer armored vehicles
and the Swedish CV9035 infantry fighting vehicles, and as part of the GCV
program they tried to start developing 84-ton (!) BMPs. But in the coming years,
the replacement of the BMP M-2 "Bradley" is not expected. And the American
defense industry “riveted” them as many as 2300 pieces. "Old men" constantly
need to be repaired, hundreds of them have long been waiting to be sent for
remelting. And recycling also requires huge funds. And the Americans, who
know how to count money, decided to save money - to transfer five dozen
decrepit infantry fighting vehicles to Ukraine. Let her "recycle" these machines
on the battlefield. Which was done with great propaganda fanfare. And Kyiv,
happy from such "help", looks like a half-wild Papuan, to whom an American
dodger, under the guise of gold, gives tinted pieces of iron.
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MARDERS

As is often the case in some gang (say, NATO), each of its members must be
anointed with the blood of common crimes. Something similar is happening in
Germany. Washington and Brussels are putting pressure on German
Chancellor Olaf Scholz with all their might,demanding from him the supply of
German tanks Leopard 2 to Ukraine. His arms are twisted with a bang, he is
frightened, he is accused of betrayal, but he is not! It spins like a comb, but
does not dare. On the one hand, the United States is pressing, on the other,
the leadership of NATO, on the third, the opposition in the Bundestag. Scholz
came up with an excuse: "The appearance of German tanks with crosses on
the battlefield may cause the Russians not the best associations associated
with the Second World War." And instead of Leopard 2, he promises to supply
40 Marder infantry fighting vehicles to Ukraine. This machine is also ancient by
today's standards. The terms of its production ended in 1975. But, here's the
irony, the Germans, who know how to build tanks, could not cope with a
conventional infantry fighting vehicle. Marder's "permanent sores" were the
engine and transmission. As soon as the driver "decided to turn up the heat",
high speeds quickly overheated the engine, as a result of which the Marders
often broke down. It took “only” 20 years to find the reasons. And at the end of
the last century, German military engineers found the reason: it turns out that
metallurgists could not find the right alloys for the engine and transmission, so
Marder needs to be driven "carefully". But this did not suit the military. They
even promised to abandon Marder as well, releasing the Puma infantry fighting
vehicle to replace it. But here there was a bummer. Either the Germans lost
their engineering school, or something worse, but due to frequent breakdowns,
they had to return back to Marder. The Bundeswehr has heaps of this junk. For
Ukraine - just right. it turns out that the metallurgists couldn't find the right alloys
for the engine and transmission, so the Marder needs to be driven "gently". But
this did not suit the military. They even promised to abandon Marder as well,
releasing the Puma infantry fighting vehicle to replace it. But here there was a
bummer. Either the Germans lost their engineering school, or something worse,
but due to frequent breakdowns, they had to return back to Marder. The
Bundeswehr has heaps of this junk. For Ukraine - just right. it turns out that the
metallurgists couldn't find the right alloys for the engine and transmission, so
the Marder needs to be driven "gently". But this did not suit the military. They
even promised to abandon Marder as well, releasing the Puma infantry fighting
vehicle to replace it. But here there was a bummer. Either the Germans lost
their engineering school, or something worse, but due to frequent breakdowns,
they had to return back to Marder. The Bundeswehr has heaps of this junk. For
Ukraine - just right. but due to frequent breakdowns had to go back to Marder.
The Bundeswehr has heaps of this junk. For Ukraine - just right. but due to
frequent breakdowns had to go back to Marder. The Bundeswehr has heaps of
this junk. For Ukraine - just right.

LEOPARDS 2

As for the Leopard tanks , while Scholz was thinking, Poland promised Kiev to
transfer a whole company of the same German-made vehicles (naturally,
“used”).

And now - about the Leopard 2 tank itself. Yes, this is a very decent fighting
vehicle.
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The basic characteristics of this "tank cat" are very good. Here you have the
famous optics from Zeiss with a thermal imager and laser guidance, and an
automatic fire control system, and an economical reliable diesel engine, and
resistant armor and a 120-mm smoothbore gun. Yet there are serious flaws.
And most importantly - weak armor. Which was especially clearly shown by the
use of these machines by Turkey during the assault on the Kurdish settlement
of El-Bab 6 years ago (2017). Kurdish partisans were able to "take out of the
game" 5 of these machines. And this is the lowest estimate. The Kurds, on the
other hand, voiced the figure 2 times more. Hence the conclusions: no matter
how the opponents of Russia dream, the Leopard 2 is not the wunderwaffe
capable of making a radical change in the NWO in Ukraine. These "cats" are
burning from obsolete Soviet ATGM missiles, conventional anti-tank mines also
undermine them, as well as artillery and more obsolete tanks destroy. And
further. Any modern tank without a professionally trained crew turns into an
ordinary beautiful museum exhibit. To make it different, you need high-class
specialists. And still, there are too many electronics in the Leopard. Putting an
unprepared crew into the tower is tantamount to giving a tank to the enemy.
The Turks were well convinced of this near El-Bab. It is possible that the same
could happen to Ukrainians near Slavyansk or Kramatorsk... Putting an
unprepared crew into the tower is tantamount to giving a tank to the enemy.
The Turks were well convinced of this near El-Bab. It is possible that the same
could happen to Ukrainians near Slavyansk or Kramatorsk... Putting an
unprepared crew into the tower is tantamount to giving a tank to the enemy.
The Turks were well convinced of this near El-Bab. It is possible that the same
could happen to Ukrainians near Slavyansk or Kramatorsk...

AMX

French peoplewith pomp they announced the direction of their armored
vehicles to Kyiv. Not modern Leclerc tanks, of course, but the AMX-10 wheeled
cannon infantry fighting vehicles - a typical product of the French neo-colonial
policy: developed in the 1970s for military operations in Africa and, according to
military experts, turned out to be completely unsuitable due to low security and
reliability, and also poor permeability. AMX-10 is not a new machine, and crews
still need to be trained on it. The process of transferring tanks "there" (that is, to
Kyiv) will take two months, apparently they are waiting for spring. Probably
because there are no stoves in these tanks. In fact, specialists qualify the AMX-
10 as a French heavy armored car (or wheeled tank). It is not at all clear how
he will behave in the conditions of muddy black soil or thick snow crust in
Ukraine. One of the most significant weaknesses of the tank is the rubber
wheels, which are easy to disable with a machine gun or a small-caliber gun.
After this "nedotank" turns into a fixed firing point. An armored car tank is an old
unit in the armed forces of France. It was produced from 1976 to 1994. That is,
the youngest vehicles are already 28 years old, which means that their
resource is almost exhausted. And in this case, too, you can say: "It will do for
Ukraine" ... Now it is clear why the French Minister of Defense gets rid of them
so easily. Disposal in France would cost the government more, so they give all
the rubbish to their "second-class partners". Technical characteristics of the
machine, too, so-so. While they were new, they could move along the highway
at a speed of 85 km / h. Now, most likely, the engines are already ushatany and
not so nimble. What they can do on rough terrain is also unclear.

Posted by: Oblomovka daydream | Jan 17 2023 22:00 utc | 78

Posted by: alek_a | Jan 17 2023 21:50 utc | 74

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea491200b#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af14aea491200b
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And what happens when the first 3-4 sorties are shot down by Russian
missiles?

Methinks that doing something that stupid and provocative puts the ball in
NATO's court, not Russia's.

Posted by: Tom_Q_Collins | Jan 17 2023 22:01 utc | 79

Posted by: unoticed | Jan 17 2023 21:15 utc | 57

I'd argue that Russians were somewhat over-extended beyond the Kherson
bridgehead. It also forced to maintain air defenses in the wider bridgehead area
on the right bank of Dnieper river, while being able to maintain insufficient air
defense on the bridge areas crossing Dnieper.

One of the ukie commanders responsible for that portion of the front told in an
interview that his task wasn't only to capture Kherson, but cut off and destroy
Russian forces on the right bank of Dnieper. The destroying of the dam was
then a real possibility, sooner or later they might've succeeded.

So the rest is history, Russians moved to left bank, ukies moved in Kherson.
Once the thing stabilized and ukies were no longer able to cross (they tried
some attempts on Kinburn spit but we now know they weren't viable/useful
without larger follow up offensive from Kherson across). Basically Kinburn spit
is periphery without real cross attempts in Kherson. Then ukies sent their stuff
from Kherson to the Bakhmut/Soledar area where they've been grinded ever
since, best Nato trained reserves they had.

If the ukie army in Donbass is crushed, all those towns like Nikolaev and
Odessa will eventually become free to pick off at will when organized
resistance ceases to exist. Ukies have nearly 100k troops in the Bakhmut
front/area. There's no time table here, like a stereotypical western person
seems to think.

Posted by: unimperator | Jan 17 2023 22:02 utc | 80

As usual, the same crew arrives to spew the same FUD as they have
previously to no avail. I see lots of recent layoffs at Big Tech companies in
California collectively amounting to about 20,000 since Christmas alone. Both
Stoneird and Likklemore expect an escalation in the financial side of the war.
The indications from China and Russia are that's very possible since their
economies are poised to do well in 2023. That condition was highlighted by
Putin in his meeting on the economy today and echoed by what Duma Chair
Volodin said today as reported by TASS:

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c9859fd200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c9859fd200d
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985a04200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985a04200d
https://tass.com/politics/1563377
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Ukraine was chosen by Washington as a bridgehead both for the fight against
Russia and efforts to weaken Europe as a competitor to the US, State Duma
Speaker Vyacheslav Volodin said on Tuesday.
"The whole story has come out. Ukraine was chosen by Washington and NATO
as a springboard for the fight against our country with a view to stifling its
progress. However, it also happened to play the role of a springboard for
weakening Europe, and removing it as a strong rival to the United States. It is
just that Europe and countries on the European continent have not fully realized
this yet," Volodin said at the first plenary meeting of the spring session of the
lower house of Russia's parliament.

According to him, everybody can see now that the Russian special military
operation in Ukraine "has been solving the problems of security not only for
Russia, but for the entire world."

Addressing lawmakers, Volodin said, "In pursuit of maintaining its hegemony
worldwide, Washington has transformed Ukraine into a testing ground for using
NATO weapons and practicing new ways of waging war. This is why we have to
realize how serious the challenges we are facing are, primarily by improving the
efficiency of our work."

As Putin has said, the government's task in the SMO is to increase its
operating efficiency and thus increase the productivity of Russians and
Russia's economy.

This question's been posed before but I'll write it again: How does a nation or
group of nations conduct an industrial war without a viable industrial base
(including resources)? Think of the disparity between Japan and the USA in
June 1941 then shift focus to today's NATO versus Russia and China. Even if
the Outlaw US Empire rebuilt the shipyards and factories it operated in 1945,
where would it get the iron, coal, oil, aluminum, nat gas, other logistical needs,
and workforce? Only the latter exists as a possibility but utterly lacks the skills
required. Paper money can't be magically transformed into MBTs and jets,
although it sure seems Congress believes so.

Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 22:05 utc | 81

The number of citizens in US who do not believe in Ukrainian victory is a
rounding error. In halls of power it is very little different. Those who are aware
because of specialized knowledge know to keep quiet.

Ukraine is just out of men. Female soldiers are a propaganda novelty. The
Polish only go home in body bags. Every merc who talks seems to be a total
dullard. Even that US Colonel with "Mozart" was a featherweight and a dim
bulb. There is no way to sustain this war. Wider war or nothing.

There is nothing with which to wage a wider war except nukes. Not one
American in a thousand is remotely concerned about that prospect. Maybe one
in a million. Some of them are right here. If the cohort here has a brilliant idea...

Posted by: oldhippie | Jan 17 2023 22:07 utc | 82

Lex @10

Biden has absolutely no agency. He's far gone into dementia and apparently
has been replaced on pressers etc. by a similarly built man wearing a hard to
detect face-mask and also equipped with a neat AI app which closely replicates

https://vk.com/id580896205
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Biden's voice. Technology, my man.

Even if the U$$A has become productivitally destitute and militarily deficient;
the circus still has a plethora of tecnological legerdemain.

Posted by: aristodemos | Jan 17 2023 22:08 utc | 83

"NC is owned by Susan Webber and I was an earlier patron until she called me
"crazy pants" for my ongoing discussion of global public/private finance."

psychohistorian | Jan 17 2023 19:49 utc | 26
______

I recall enjoying your commentary there some years ago, thinking how apt your
moniker was... is, (harking to Asimov's Foundation series) as a prescient mind.

Yves was a bit authoritarian in monitoring/censoring comments for my taste.
Largely intolerant of CT, she was more of a Coincidence Theorist when it came
to the existence and machinations of the (very real) Deep State.

Posted by: Doug Hillman | Jan 17 2023 22:12 utc | 84

t90, armata, and x12 (terminatore)

welll no more said

but some thing is off point

why are those vassals are sending weapons en mass?

Murricans said they will replace for free? :§

Posted by: Macpott | Jan 17 2023 22:15 utc | 85

Has the west won the propaganda war? Really?
Do you believe news about your countries' unemployment, inflation, gdp?
Do you believe news about crime, where the criminal is like a ghost - no face,
no name, no nationality, no nothing.
Do you believe news about Russia, China, Iran, or any foreign country where
we wish to overthrow government?
Do you believe news when there is no dissenting voice - when all social
networks, all web sites, all tv and radio stations, all newspapers and magazines
preach the same message?
Really?

Posted by: Passerby | Jan 17 2023 22:18 utc | 86

"Feeding more troops into the battle in the Bakhmut sector, as the Ukrainian
side has been doing, is not a good use of resources."
No, it's not if you're a Ukrainian grunt... BUT, this strategy doesn't get any better
if you're the RF!

Posted by: North Patagonia | Jan 17 2023 22:18 utc | 87

Looks like things are ramping up in the Russian offensive in the Donbas. I think
we are going to see a lot of significant Russian advances in the Donbas in the
next few months.
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Looks like the Russians will start up major offenses in Ukraine again as soon
as the ground is frozen solid again. The temperature is going above freezing in
the Donbas for the next week.

NOTE: It has been unseasonably warm in Ukraine this winter. The colder
weather causing the ground to freeze in Ukraine is about a month late this year.

Got a report today from Alexander Mercouris of the Duran that Putin ordered
that the Donbas be taken by March.

A lot of the Wagner soldier contracts will expire in March (from Dima on the
Military Summary Channel). So, Russia wants to best use these soldiers before
they fulfill their time.

Russia knows that this conflict will not stop to escalate until the current Russian
leadership is destroyed. Also, around May, the West will yet again be able to
significantly militarily support Ukraine.

It is best that Russia takes and secures the Donbas as soon as possible. Then
they will launch against the USA (Daniel 7:5).

Posted by: young | Jan 17 2023 22:20 utc | 88

Paco @76--

Very happy to read your comment although its content is certainly sad but true.
The Euroskopia report about the Spanish people's attitude was good and will
hopefully continue to gain backers. RT today had an item announcing:

"Italian energy major Eni has announced the discovery of a new offshore gas
deposit in Egypt at the Nargis-1 exploration well, which is located in the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea’s Nargis offshore area concession, the company said on
Sunday."

That will aid "True Europe's" future energy situation. Hopefully, Winter's being
kind to you.

Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 22:21 utc | 89

Biden isn’t being blackmailed to induce him to double down harder in Ukraine. 
Biden *is* Mr Ukraine. He’s openly called for Putin’s “removal”, and for the
destruction of the Russian economy. 
Remember, there was some wild chatter about mini nukes being unleashed in
Ukraine… it was to be a false flag to blame the Russians, of course. 
Shoigu personally dialled the defence ministers one weekend and the chatter
mostly stopped….who do you think was behind the U$ plan for a “mini nuke”… 
A: Biden. His whole presidency is about concealing his corruption in Ukraine.
The serendipitously discovered super sekret docs are about denying Biden a
second term. 
The U$ v Russia war is economic to a far greater extent than the poor, deluded
fools of the west realise. 
The “sanctions from hell”, prepared well in advance, and unleashed on Russia
Day 1 of the sloSMO failed. 
They are now working on sanctions package No. 10. This one will likely include
Putin’s doggos, as that’s about all that’s remaining to target. 
Big Business was promised, if they flounced away from the (small, but
profitable) Russian market to comply with the sanctions, they’d be able to

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-sitrep-media-ignorance-counter-artillery-war-three-lost-armies-.html?cid=6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985a4c200d#comment-6a00d8341c640e53ef02af1c985a4c200d
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swoop back 6 months later and recoup what they’d lost.
Business has been locked out of the Russian market for a year now. Russia
hasn’t collapsed. It’s economy has proved resilient. And whole market
segments have been lost. Local entrepreneurs have filled the “McDonald’s”
gap, and players like Turkey have positioned themselves to control gas
distribution into Europe.
This isn’t what Big Business anticipated… they thought it’d be the wild
rampaging 90s all over again. 
This isn’t what winning looks like. They ain’t happy. 
With Team Joe neutered, the sanctions can be diluted with workarounds, and
anaemic oversight.

Joining Big Business in its disaffection for the Team Biden Ukraine Project are
the more sober analysts in the U$ military. 
Clearing old, outdated crap out of storage was fine.
Now, it’s understood Ukraine is a blackhole and without pushback will, as
blackholes do, insist on consuming all, and includes the shiny, expensive top
shelf toys. 
There’s still enough old farts around who know what “mission creep” looks like,
and why it needs to be avoided. 
There’s been no overt U$ “boots” in Ukraine, and no plane loads of flag-
dropped coffins.
Take Joe out politically, have the Wurlitzer play presidential campaign jingles,
loudly, have the media simply banish Ukraine from its coverage… and voila!
Just like that, …yes, “declare victory” and pivot to China.

Posted by: Melaleuca | Jan 17 2023 22:24 utc | 90

LoL posters here whinijh about this being a pro Russia eco chamber.

90% of twitter and facebook are ukranian echo chambers. 90% of Western
mainstream media is pro Ukraine echo chambers.

NATO and EU offices are pro Ukraine echo chambers.

Entire political class in US, UK, Germany, et. Are pro ukraine echo chambers.

Yet there are posters that land on this obscure qebsite and bitch about it. LoL

Posted by: Comandante | Jan 17 2023 22:25 utc | 91

young | Jan 17 2023 22:20 utc | 88 "Got a report today from Alexander
Mercouris of the Duran that Putin ordered that the Donbas be taken by March."

Be wary about that one. As far as I know, it comes from a Ukraine intelligence
official.

Posted by: Peter AU1 | Jan 17 2023 22:34 utc | 92

Penicillin. Modern version of sound ranging, experimented with in many places
by perfected by the Canadian Corps Heavy Artillery in 1917 and brought to
perfection at the Battle of Valenciennes in which every German battery was
identified and neutralised before the attack. 
Essentially you measure the distance to the sound from several listening
positions and triangulate.
Very interesting to see this old and passive method modernised. 
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https://www.lermuseum.org/first-world-war-1914-18/1917/flash-spotting-and-
sound-ranging-jan-mar-1917
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artillery_sound_ranging#World_War_I

Posted by: Patrick Armstrong | Jan 17 2023 22:35 utc | 93

Posted by: Comandante | Jan 17 2023 22:25 utc | 91

90%?! More like 99.99%! I've never seen such a quick development,
widespread embrace and then lockdown on a narrative. Spanning all outlets
and social media platforms. Creeping into family conversations and talks
around the water cooler at the office.

I'm with you; anyone bitching that this is a pro-Russian echo chamber is a fool
for not noticing that literally every other place is the opposite; no in-between
allowed.

Posted by: Tom_Q_Collins | Jan 17 2023 22:37 utc | 94

Passerby @86 
Wow that shot came from the hip good for you. That right there is how I like
truth told.

I'd like to add ...
Why is it in this day and age we only have two options- vote in a fake election
or revolution.
We need an effective opposition not based in fake election or street fighting.
We are the mainy they are the view.
We could start with cleaning up the media to actually tell the truth.

Posted by: Mark2 | Jan 17 2023 22:37 utc | 95

Passerby @86 
Wow that shot came from the hip good for you. That right there is how I like
truth told.

I'd like to add ...
Why is it in this day and age we only have two options- vote in a fake election
or revolution.
We need an effective opposition not based in fake election or street fighting.
We are the mainy they are the view.
We could start with cleaning up the media to actually tell the truth.

Posted by: Mark2 | Jan 17 2023 22:37 utc | 96

The production of subjects is the West's only significant advantage over its
rivals. Without any defeated troops returning home to relay the outcome via
word of mouth, victory by NATO against the special military operation shall be
the history recorded via the semiotic triangle of capitalist subjectivation.

Posted by: Wilikins | Jan 17 2023 22:42 utc | 97

I see Martyanov has noted Putin's request to the Duma for legislation to cease
Russia's adherence to various Council of Europe arrangements as reported by
RT:
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"President Vladimir Putin asked the Russian lawmakers on Tuesday to adopt a
law that would formally end the country’s participation in 21 treaties and
charters related to the Council of Europe. Moscow withdrew from the human
rights body last March, saying it was captured by the US and its allies in service
of Western political objectives. Putin has formally submitted the bill on
terminating the treaties to State Duma chair Vyacheslav Volodin, following the
provisions of a 1995 federal law. Among the 21 treaties that will cease to apply
to Russia is the charter of the Council of Europe (CoE), the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the European
Convention for the Suppression of Terrorism, the European Charter of Local
Self-Government, and the European Social Charter. The CoE will also lose the
immunities and privileges granted by the charter. The CoE was established in
1949 by several Western European countries, with a mission to promote
'democracy, human rights and the rule of law.' Russia joined the organization in
1996 and in 1998 ratified the human rights convention."

IMO, Paco would argue with Martyanov about where European civilization now
resides, but I also think they would eventually agree to modify their POVs.
Although, when it comes to geopolitics, I agree with Andrei, "Europe is
inconsequential," thanks to its own actions and inactions.

Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 17 2023 22:47 utc | 98

My @ 96 third line from bottom obviously should be few not view.
Auto correct glitch whatever.
Plus on topic as specific to Uqraine now.

Posted by: Mark2 | Jan 17 2023 22:51 utc | 99

@ catdog | Jan 17 2023 21:38 utc | 71

Nevzpomínejte si hned. Nehledejte je, přesto mnoho klipů Lancet/jiných dronů
zasáhne M777, D-20/30, různé SPH atd. SPH často způsobí významnou
sekundární explozi. RF zdroje nedávno hovoří o ~4-6 zbývajících HIMAR...

Vložil: Pobouřený | 17. ledna 2023 22:55 utc | 100

další stránka »

Komentáře k tomuto příspěvku jsou uzavřeny.
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